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THE SUPREME MOMENT. 1

nd reporter is liar. In the crowded court-rocm, or po-
nces. The la- litical assembly, he sits alone, unaided.
entrated within The testimony of a garrulous and rapidly-
which the long, speaking witness may seal the fate of a
ritten. The re- prisoner, hence the reporter must give the
in, andthe band exact words-and, as nearly as possible, the

at a moment's accents of the witness testifying ; yet in
t complete sub- this arduous task he could receive no as-

tension. Not sistance, he could appeal for no help. If
rained to send Lis previous training has been deficient in
nimble fingers any respect he will suffer the loss of repu-
uttered sounds, tation and standing, and the trying nature
rs be trained to of the ordeal will not be recognized, be-
e, but the ear cause not understood, by those who sit in 1
ess which c'an judgment upon his work. Every one of
This organ is the other actors in the court scene are
ould be. The more fortunate than the stenographer.
not usually take The barrister conducting the case, or his
important fact opposing counsel defending the prisoner,
ating sense of may be assisted by junior counsel, who
rge extent, his will help him out of the difficulty. The
it is a peculiar- judge himself, though he may not be able
nglish language to follow the evidence or argument cor.-
epresent words pletely, lias equally the aid of both coun-
aning, and by sel. If he make a slip of the tongue, in
ion of similar his charge to the jury, he is promptly cor-
veyed which is rected by counsel or stenograptier. Indi-
at which the vidual jurymen may not apprehend the
ations of this points of the case ; but they have the as-
ienced phono- sistance of their fellow jurors.
n: the phrase, The unskilful physician at the bedside
might be con- of bis patient dying of a coinplicated dis-

est his evi- ease, may administer a fatal drug and
tirely different cause the death of the sufferer, but, by the

by the same use of technical terms, lie tan hoodwink
of sound, but the relatives of the deceased and exculpate
s and danger- himself. An unsc.rupulous lawyer may bol-
cript ; thus the ster up a poor case by incorrectly citing
f the census" precedents. The pre.'cher may cover up
through inac- ignorance of the truth by metaphysical
orthand char- dissertation.
estimony of the In all these cases, stupidity, or wilful ig-
ound is almost norance, or deceit, may pass unpunished ;

distinguished but in the cas- of the stenographer, stern
he meaning of justice metes out the severest penalties.
nt as to alter The transcript of the stenographer, pre-

pt red and delivered in plain print, cannot
apher is pecu- & lnanipulated so as to conceal his igno-


